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ABSTRACT 

In Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model of cloud 

computing paradigm, users acquire computing resources such 

as CPU, memory, storage and network bandwidth from an 

IaaS provider and these resources are used to deploy and run 

their applications. Cloud service providers share computing 

resources of a physical machine by running isolated Virtual 

Machines (VM) for web applications. As the load on web 

application increases, the associated VM must be able to scale 

up resources to support the increasing load. At the same time, 

VM should also be able to scale-down resources at light load. 

In this paper the novel architecture is proposed that provides 

the hybrid solution of vertical followed by horizontal scaling 

techniques of resource management in cloud data center. As 

per the dynamic load on web applications, the proposed 

algorithm takes the appropriate scaling decision to allocate 

resources from available pool of resources. Generally 

dynamic scaling is achieved by the conventional live VM 

migration technique to create additional VM instances, but 

VM migration spends CPU time and consumes large amount 

of IO and network traffic. The proposed technique postpones 

live VM migration as long as possible with the help of vertical 

scaling technique to improve the performance of applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, cloud computing has become very popular 

computing model in which virtualized and scalable resources 

are provided as services to the clients [1]. Wide range of cloud 

products and applications are used today by internet users 

such as Amazon EC2 [2], Google App Engine [3], Microsoft 

Azure [4], IBM Blue Mix [5] and many more. Many users and 

organizations also deploy their web applications on cloud data 

centers so that it gets available to them through internet. Data 

centers provide facilities that support huge data processing. 

The performance of a data center directly affects the quality of 

service provided [6]. The performance of a data center can be 

improved by increasing the resource utilization. Cloud data 

centers share their physical resources such as CPU cores, 

memory, storage and network bandwidth among these user 

products and web applications. Server virtualization is the key 

technology that can be used to increase resource utilization. It 

is one of the most prominent technologies used in cloud 

computing that provides on-demand and scalable 

computational resources to these cloud applications. Server 

virtualization technology creates an abstract layer above 

physical infrastructure available on host servers. Cloud 

applications are provisioned with a set of Virtual Machines 

(VMs) sharing physical resources as shown in figure 1 [7]. 

Each VM hosts guest operating system, middleware software, 

applications and given a partition of underlying resource 

capacity of Physical Machine (PM) [8]. Statistically 

partitioning the physical resources into VMs as per peak 

demand of applications may lead to poor utilization of 

resources. Over-provisioning of resources results in lower 

profit margin while under-provisioning certainly results in 

customer dissatisfaction [9]. Obviously, the solution is to 

dynamically scale the resources based on workload demand 

without any service interruption. Hypervisor or Virtual 

Machine Monitor (VMM) software plays a key role for the 

management of such physical resources among VMs. 

Xen[10], KVM[11], VMware[12] are widely used hypervisor 

products used by cloud data centers.  

 

Fig 1: Server Virtualization 

Server virtualization technology integrates physical 

infrastructure into pool of virtual resources. Cloud data center 

tries to satisfy users’ requests and provide services by sharing 

virtualized infrastructure. As the workload on web 

applications is dynamic in nature, the resource allocated to 

VM may be under provisioned or over provisioned. When an 

allocated resources for virtual machine are unable to satisfy 

user requests, additional resources are allocated by VM-based 

scaling technique. Scaling is the ability of an application to 

make optimum utilization of resources at different workload 

levels by avoiding over-provisioning, under-utilization and 

under-provisioning [13]. A large fraction of cloud applications 

(called tenants) may cause its workload to grow sharply over a 

period of sometime or days or week. To deal with such 

unpredictable load patterns, there is a need of dynamic scaling 

or elasticity without any service interruption. Cloud 

computing provides pay-per-use models as services that can 

be scaled on-demand. However, it increases the overhead of 

managing virtualized resources among VMs. As per the users’ 

requirement, VMs are to be created, deployed, configured and 

managed properly. When the large numbers of VMs are 

requested, new tools and methodologies for managing VMs 

are become necessary in order to automate all steps of cloud 
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services. Dynamically creating and configuring thousands of 

VMs for a particular purpose is an open issue for cloud users 

[14]. The main aim of this paper is to propose the architecture 

of an efficient dynamic resource scaling in server 

virtualization with respect to responsiveness, availability and 

commercial profits of web applications.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

describes the resource scaling techniques and related 

parameters. Section 3 reviews the related work. In section 4, 

the novel architecture of scaling decision maker and its 

algorithm are proposed. Experimental results of simulation 

model are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the 

work and lights up the future direction. 

2. RESOURCE SCALING 
The responsiveness, availability and commercial profit of any 

web application highly depends upon resource allocation 

strategy applied. The resource demands of cloud applications 

are satisfied using the virtualized infrastructure available in 

data center. As the load on cloud applications is dynamic, the 

allocated resources need to be scaled up or scaled down as per 

their requirement. VM-based dynamic scalability is the widely 

used technique to achieve these requirements of web 

applications. VM-based scaling can be implemented by either 

changing the partition of resources (e.g. CPU, memory, 

storage) inside a VM or adjusting the number of VM instances 

[7]. These kinds of scaling techniques are referred to as 

vertical and horizontal scaling respectively. Horizontal scaling 

obtains more computing power by adding more virtual 

machines whereas vertical scaling obtains more computing 

power by adding more resources in virtual machine [6]. 

 

Fig 2: Horizontal Scaling of Virtual Machine 

Horizontal scaling creates additional instance of VM and load 

is distributed among those instances. As shown in figure 2 

when the allocated resources for VMi in PM X are insufficient 

to satisfy the demand of underlying applications, new instance 

of VMi is created on another PM Y and the load is distributed 

among these multiple instances with the help of  load 

balancer. Amazon EC2 provide auto-scaling feature that 

automatically increase the number of VM instances and 

balancing load among replicas during high load to maintain 

the performance [2]. 

In vertical scaling, allocated resources of an already running 

VM instance are scaled up on-the-fly. As shown in figure 3, to 

satisfy the resource demand of applications in VMi, the 

allocated resources are vertically scaled up. Unfortunately, 

most common operating systems does not support for on-the-

fly changes on allocated resources without rebooting [15].  

These two kinds of scaling techniques affect various 

parameters such as performance, availability, cost, physical 

limitation, power consumption etc. 

 

Fig 3: Vertical Scaling of Virtual Machine 

2.1 Performance 
The performance of applications can be improved by creating 

their replicas and distributing the load equally among those 
replicas. This is achieved with the help of horizontal scaling 

technique that creates another instance of the VM in which 

applications are deployed. However, this technique spends 

more CPU time and consumes network bandwidth during live 

VM migration from one host to another. Vertical scaling 

technique improves performance by scaling up allocated 

resources to VMs within the host server itself, hence no CPU 

time and extra bandwidth is consumed. But vertical scaling 

has limitations to scale up resources as per the host server 

capacity. 

2.2 Availability 
Availability of cloud applications is equivalently crucial as 

cost saving and performance. Availability constraint provides 

overall availability of applications by deploying VMs across 

different isolation levels in the data center. As horizontal 

scaling creates multiple VM instances, it enhances the overall 

availability of applications. However, vertical scaling does not 

create any additional VM instances; therefore reliability and 

availability is lesser in vertical scaling as compare to 

horizontal scaling. 

2.3 Cost 
The VM migration time, cost of keeping consistency between 

multiple instances, cost of additional software licenses, cost of 

network and IO traffic are the major issues in resource 

scaling. Vertical scaling does the metric adjustment of 

resources within the host itself. Hence, it does not involve 

above issues related to cost. It is time-efficient than horizontal 

scaling technique, because horizontal scaling involves time 

duration for creating copy of VM and its initialization. The 

cost of maintaining consistency in multiple copies of data is 

another issue in horizontal scaling technique; however it is not 

the case in vertical scaling. 

2.4 Resource Limitations 
In vertical scaling, the available free resources in host server 

are the upper limits of resource allocation in VM. When the 

resources that VM demand exceeds the available free 

resources of host server, vertical scaling fails. However, in 

horizontal scaling, the upper limit of resource allocation is the 

total resources available inside whole cloud data center. If the 

resources in data center are exhausted, inter-cloud could be 

used. 

2.5 Consistency 
Maintaining the consistency between all instances of VM is 

the key challenge in horizontal scaling. To maintain the 
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consistency among all instances of VM, the traffic load is 

increased. In order to reduce the traffic load, instances are 

assigned to host machines in close proximity. However, the 

consistency is not the issue in case of vertical scaling, as there 

is a single instance of VM.  

2.6 Load Balancing 
Horizontal scaling needs a gateway and workload balance that 

can forward requests to multiple instances. Therefore, it 

provides more throughputs at expense of complexity. As in 

vertical scaling, all requests are handled by a single instance 

of VM, therefore it provides fewer throughputs. 

3. RELATED WORK 
At the time of application deployment new Virtual Machine 

(VM) is created that hosts guest operating system, 

middleware, application etc and given a partition of 

underlying resource capacity (CPU, RAM, bandwidth, storage 

etc.) of Physical Machine (PM) or host server. Resources for 

VM are allocated as per application requirement and Service 

Level Agreement (SLA) between client and cloud service 

provider. The resource allocation during application 

deployment in data centers is modeled through mapping a set 

of applications on to set of host servers with the help of 

virtualization. This problem is incorporated by many 

researchers and addressed various solutions to maximize some 

utility function under resource constraints. Hyser et al. [16] 

proposed a system architecture design of an autonomic VM 

placement for better utilization of computing resources and 

cost savings. The data center load is distributed among all 

available physical servers and resource usage is balanced as 

much as possible across all resource types. The cost for 

resource provisioning is reduced by minimizing the number of 

used physical servers [17, 18, 19]. In addition to the cost and 

performance, availability of cloud applications is the 

important factor to be considered during VM deployment. 

Availability of cloud applications can be maintained by 

keeping multiple copies of VMs on different physical servers 

[20]. This feature can also improve the performance of 

applications by distributing load among multiple copies. 

However, this research does not focus on consistency and 

cooperation between multiple copies.  

The loads on applications are dynamic in nature therefore the 

resources allocated for VM can be scaled up or scaled down 

to satisfy its demand. There are several research works related 

to scalability of resources in cloud computing environment 

have been published in recent years. Resource scalability can 

performed using either vertical or horizontal scaling 

techniques. Wang et al. [7] has compared the influence of 

vertical and horizontal scaling techniques on cloud resource 

management. Vertical scaling technique has the advantage of 

performance whereas horizontal scaling enhances the overall 

availability of applications. In horizontal scaling technique 

VM is migrated to create an additional instance and the load is 

handled by multiple instances. VM migration is the process of 

transferring VM from one physical server to another. As VM 

migration consumes network bandwidth, increases IO traffic 

and spends much of CPU time, many research works have 

been proposed to save this migration cost. Liu et.al [21] 

proposed a novel approach, CR/TR-Motion to provide fast 

and transparent VM migration. It achieves negligible 

downtime and reasonable network bandwidth consumption. 

Isci et.al [22] presented direct memory access based VM 

migration technique which significantly reduces migration 

overheads. A post-copy algorithm proposed in [23] reduces 

the total migration time and network traffic. It first replicates 

CPU execution state and then transfers memory state. 

Vaquero et.al [15] reviewed the work related with scalability 

at different levels by giving more focus on VM migration 

techniques. VM migration process gets triggered when 

resource conflict occurs in VM. However, it would be too late 

to trigger the VM migration process on resource conflict, 

since migration may take long time to finish and during that 

time performance of migrated applications is substantially 

reduced. Shen et.al [24] presented CloudScale, a technique 

that uses a predication migration which can start the migration 

process before conflict happens to minimize the impact on 

migrated applications. If the number of VMs and physical 

resources increases it would be too difficult to analyze, scale 

and manage resource provision for centralized decision 

maker. Nguyen et.al [8] also proposed a system which has 

local and global decision modules that interact with each other 

and take decisions for VM migration on same or other 

physical hosts.  

However, live VM migration causes significant impact on 

performance of applications. Hence there is need of further 

research that avoids VM migration process. The proposed 

approach reserves certain amount of free resources in every 

host server. These free resources can be utilized by VMs at 

peak load with the help of vertical scaling. VM is migrated to 

another server only when there are insufficient free resources 

are available in the host server. Thus with the help of hybrid 

scaling VM migration process is postponed as long as 

possible without degrading the performance of applications. 

4. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
Clients, users and cloud service providers are three main 

actors involved in cloud computing services. There can be 

difference between clients and users in the cloud service. The 

clients can be any organization deploying web applications 

and users access those applications by providing variety of 

load as per their requirement. Service Level Agreement (SLA) 

signed between client and service provider defines various 

parameters related to performance, cost and resource 

allocation. Cloud service is provided for clients applications 

by network of data centers with the help of virtualized 

resources so that users can access applications from anywhere 

through the internet. Users and clients acquire computing 

resources (CPU, memory and storage) from cloud service 

provider and use those resources to deploy and run their 

applications. Service provider creates isolated Virtual 

Machines (VM) for applications and allocates physical 

resources to them. However, during peak load, the allocated 

resources for an application would be insufficient and that 

affects its performance. Therefore cloud service provider may 

statistically allocate physical resources to VMs as per the peak 

demand of underlying applications. But the allocation of 

maximum resources to VM may leads to poor resource 

utilization during the light load. Statistically over-

provisioning of resources results in lower profit margin while 

under-provisioning certainly results in customer 

dissatisfaction [9]. The solution is to scale the resources 

dynamically based on workload demand without any service 

interruption. The applications must be able to scale-up or 

scale-down allocated resources as per users load. 

So due to the unpredictable nature of workload patterns, 

achieving dynamic scalability is a challenge for applications 

in the cloud. The proposed architecture for dynamic resource 

allocation with the help of vertical as well as horizontal 

scaling techniques is shown in figure 4. It involves the 

following entities to provide QoS (Quality of Service) 

requirement as per the clients or brokers demand.  
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4.1 Client Request Evaluator  
This entity evaluates users’ workload on application with the 

QoS requirement provided by client. QoS requirements 

specify performance, availability, scalability and reliability of 

applications. It generates evaluative inputs of resource 

demand for resource profiler. 

4.2 VM monitor 
VM allocates physical resources from resource pool of host 

server as per the workload of underlying application. VM 

monitor continuously keeps the track of resource usage and 

future demand of resources for VM. The appropriate inputs 

are provided to the resource profiler as well as to the scaling 

decision maker. 

4.3 Resource Profiler 
It collects the current resource usage and resource demand 

from VM monitor and client request evaluator respectively. 

Resource profiler estimates the resource usage cost with the 

help of SLA and interacts with scaling decision maker to 

allocate additional resources or free the existing allocated 

resources. 

4.4 Scaling Decision Maker 
This entity analyzes resource statistics allocated to VMs as 

shown in algorithm 1 and initiates the appropriate scaling. If 

additional resources required for VM are available in the host 

server itself then the vertical scaling is initiated towards 

vertical scaling manager. However, if there are insufficient 

free resources in the host server then horizontal scaling 

manager initiates VM migration. 

4.5 Vertical Scaling Manager  
It dynamically adjusts the logical partition of allocated 

resources (CPU, RAM etc.) to VM. Vertical scaling technique 

either logically attaches or detaches resources for VM without 

rebooting [25]. Vertical scaling does not perform VM 

migration; therefore network bandwidth is not consumed. 

4.6 Horizontal Scaling Manager  
It triggers VM migration that changes number of VM 

instances hosted on different servers. Horizontal scaling 

manager creates multiple instances of VM and the workload 

on deployed applications are kept balanced among all 

instances with the help of load balancer. Horizontal scaling 

consumes more bandwidth as compare to vertical scaling 

technique. Hence it may affect the performance of 

applications. Scaling decision maker as mentioned in 

algorithm 1 performs either scale-up or scale-down of 

allocated resources for n Virtual Machines loaded on host 

server. 

Scaling decision maker takes the appropriate decision based 

on the current resource allocation state and new demand of 

resources in Virtual Machines. Some amount of resources say 

30% are reserved in every host server to satisfy the demand of 

increasing load on applications using vertical scaling 

technique. For all n VMs loaded on host server, scaling 

decision maker performs either scale-up or scale-down based 

on the inputs provided by resource profiler and VM monitor. 

Scale-up process allocates additional resources to VM from 

the available pool of resources whereas scale-down process 

frees the resources from VM and put them into available pool 

of resources. If the resource demand of application exceeds 

the currently allocated resources then scale-up decision is 

triggered. Vertical scaling manager initiates the vertical scale-

up, if the sufficient free resources are available on host server. 

Otherwise, the horizontal scaling manager creates additional 

instance of VM on another host server. However, if the 

allocated resources for VM exceed the actual demand then 

resource decision maker decides to scale-down the resources. 

The scale-down process can be either vertical or horizontal 

that depends on available number of instances. The proposed 

Workload  QOS 

Command  

S.L.A.  

Client Request Evaluator Resource Profiler 

VM Monitor Scaling Decision 

Maker 

Vertical Scaling Manager 

Horizontal Scaling 

Manager 

Resource Allocator 

VM Migrator 

VM VM VM VM VM VM VM VM 

Virtualization Software 

Physical Resources 

Clients & Users Cloud Service Provider 

Fig 4 : Proposed Architecture of Hybrid Scaling 
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technique introduces a hybrid approach that postpones VM 

migration process with the help of vertical scaling. Therefore 

it saves CPU time, network and IO traffic. Obviously the 

performance of application is enhanced. 

Algorithm 1 : Scaling Decision Maker 

Assumptions 

      V=V1,V2,,Vn set of n virtual machines loaded on host server 

       R : Indicates available resources in host server 

      Vki : Number of running instances of VM Vk 

      Vkc : Currently allocated resources by VM Vk 

      Vkd : Demand of resources by VM Vk 

      Vkd > Vkc : VM Vk demanding more resources than allocated 

      Vkd < Vkc : VM Vk demanding less resources than allocated 

1. for k=1 to n do 

2.    if (Vkd>Vkc) //To scale up 

3.        if (R > (Vkd-Vkc)) //Sufficient resources available 

4.              VerticalScaleUp (Vk,Vkc,Vkd) 

5.         else //Lack of resources on server 

6.              HorizontalScaleUp(Vk,Vkc,Vkd) 

7.        end if 

8.    Else 

9.      if (Vkd<Vkc) //To scale down 

10.         if (Vki == 1) //Single instance of Vk 

11.              VerticalScaleDown(Vk, Vkc, Vkd) 

12.         else //multiple instances of Vk 

13.              HorizontalScaleDown(Vk, Vkc, Vkd) 

14.         end if 

15.   end if 

16. end for 

 

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
The proposed algorithm for scaling decision maker is based 

on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model and it is essential 

to evaluate it on a virtualized data center infrastructure. 

However, it is extremely difficult to conduct scaling 

experiments on a real infrastructure in cloud data center. 

Therefore to test the performance of proposed algorithm, a 

simulation model is developed in Java. A data center with 20 

PMs or host servers with four different configurations 

(mentioned in table 1) is simulated. The load of 500 VMs 

each require 100 to 500 MB RAM is assumed in a data center. 

Initially all VMs are randomly placed on appropriate PMs by 

considering the required resources for VM and available 

resources in PM. 

Table 1 : PM or Host Server Configurations  

PM 

Configuration# 

No. of CPU 

cores / MIPS 
RAM Size 

1 8 64 GB 

2 12 128 GB 

3 16 192 GB 

4 24 256 GB 

 

For comparative study of proposed approach of hybrid scaling 

with conventional horizontal scaling method, the loads on 

applications are dynamically increased. As the load on 

applications increases, VMs underlying such applications 

demands for more resources and if the existing resources 

allocated of VM are insufficient then allocated resources are 

scaled up as per load. The figure 5 shows the comparative 

result obtained from the simulation model on VM migration 

count between conventional horizontal scaling and proposed 

hybrid scaling approach. 

In conventional horizontal scaling, VMs are migrated to 

create additional instances on the same or another host for 

load balancing.  The horizontal scaling approach increases the 

VM migrations that consumes network bandwidth and 

degrades the performance of application. In proposed hybrid 

scaling technique, initially additional demands of resources 

are satisfied from reserved quota with the help of vertical 

scaling within local PM itself and hence migration is avoided. 

If the resources on local PM are insufficient then only VM is 

migrated to create additional instances. The proposed 

approach uses vertical scaling followed by horizontal scaling 

that tries to postpone VM migration, hence migration count is 

reduced.  

 

Fig 5: Comparative result of Existing and Proposed 

approaches on number of VM migrations 

6. CONCLUSION 
In server virtualization, dynamic resource scaling for web 

applications is the key challenge of cloud service providers. 

This paper presents an efficient scaling decision maker that 

postpones VM migration as long as possible, because VM 

migration spends CPU time and consumes network and I/O 

traffic. Hence it would results in higher resource utilization 

and improving the performance of applications. The proposed 

architecture is the hybrid of vertical and horizontal scaling 

techniques that considers current workload, allocated 

resources of application and available resources in host 

servers. In experimental evaluation the simulation model for 

scaling decision maker is developed. The results of simulation 

proves that proposed approach of hybrid scaling reduces the 

number of VM migrations as compare to the existing 

approach of horizontal scaling.  Therefore the network 

bandwidth consumption for VM migration is also reduced that 

improves the performance of running applications.  

As a future work, the experimental evaluation of proposed 

scaling decision maker algorithm is to be performed to 

measure the VM migration cost as well as bandwidth 

consumption. The simulation model will be also be extended 

to study the other positive side of existing horizontal scaling 

technique which improves parallelism and reliability due to 

multiple VM instances. 
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